Molecular cloning, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of inflammatory cytokines of swamp type buffalo contrasting with other bubaline breeds.
The current research concerned in the cloning, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of inflammatory cytokine (IL-1alpha, IL-1beta, IL-6 and TNF-alpha) genes from swamp buffalo and two bubaline breeds, CB (cross between swamp and riverine type buffalo) and the Bulgarian Murrah buffalo. Multiple sequence comparison showed a high homology between the bubaline breeds, which ranged from 99.3% to 100.0% similarity, whereas from 98.6% to 99.0% compared to cattle. The phylogenetic analysis had confirmed and justified the degree of relationship between these bubaline species and their distinctness to each other by the bootstrap value (%) generated. These findings were discussed with particular attention to the diversity of the inflammatory cytokine proteins within closely related species. The result of this study concluded that a small difference in the cytokine structures might be the reason behind or has a contributory factor on the previous reports about the existence of disease resistance. However, in-depth study is necessary to further qualify these findings.